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As above, so below…
Under the Earth as it is in Heaven. Crystals are Love.
If you’re reading this, you already know that crystals are special.
I’ve come to see them as the foundation of my spiritual work.
They are a source of pure, unconditional Love + Support, a reminder of Oneness,
an open invitation to receive. Tangible Divine Love in a delightful, enchanting
package that you can gaze at, play with, or adorn yourself with at any time.
Every day, in my work as an Oracle, I reach out to the far edges of the Universe.
That work is rich and expansive, and it is such an honor to be able to provide the
healing and wisdom that I do. And yet, some of the simplest and most powerful
healing of all ensues when I come back to Earth, back to my body + my heart,
and reconnect with my community of crystals. It’s always a celebration; a
homecoming. What a pleasure to perpetually be received with open arms.
I’m offering this guide to help you better connect with your own crystal friends,
and especially if I have pulled crystals for you. The immaterial spirit world is
constantly trying to connect with us, and these helpers/allies/guides have come
with an important message for you.
On the next page I have outlined the whys, wherefores, and how-to’s of crystal
pulling, and following that you’ll see 8 pages of tables outlining properties,
meanings, and energetic associations for each of the 28 stones that might show
up in any give reading.

Enjoy your crystals and I look forward to hearing from you!

Blowing you Kisses!
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The Magickal Crystal Bowl
Back in January of 2009, I was neither an Oracle nor a crystal wizard (yet), but I
was a teacher. In fact, I was an award-winning professor who was just finishing
up a 5-year stint as department chair. Because I had a juicy and exciting
research project fall into my lap while on sabbatical in France, I was going to
step down as chair at the end of spring semester to pursue my research in
earnest.
Then, two things that I didn’t expect
happened. One was that I discovered
the magick of crystals to heal my
then-fractured relationship with my
husband.
The other was that all hell broke loose
in my department over who would
succeed me as chair. The turmoil that
had simmered under the surface for
years suddenly erupted in a roiling
boil. In an effort at self-preservation, I
decided to apply the soothing
attributes of crystals to my emotionally
demanding work life: when
colleagues barged into my office to
rant about me or other faculty
members, I would grab my Blue
Calcite, but soon it wasn’t enough.
Within a month, I had assembled over
one thousand tiny stones into a
healing tonic. The Crystal Bowl was
born.
I am 100% certain that without the support of my Earth Magick guides, I would
have imploded that semester. By the end of the term, my department didn’t
exist anymore, and most of the fingers pointed to me rather than the shadowy
administration that was behind it. Seven months later I resigned my tenured
position to do the healing spiritual work I’m now world famous for. The Crystal
Bowl helped me to survive one of the most difficult periods of my life, and
pointed the way to my future. I am forever grateful.
(If you’re wondering: yes, I still use that bowl today. At events I host, sponsor, or
attend, I always invite participants to pull from my bowl and to keep the stones
they pull. I keep a large supply of stones on hand to refill it as necessary.)
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Setting Up the Bowl
Were I to set up my bowl today, I might do it differently; I know a lot more about
the crystal world, after all. I might choose Sodalite rather than Dumortierite as the
dark blue stone, as I do in all my chakra pouches. Or I might choose Clear Quartz
instead of Fluorite. Since they are so nearly impossible to distinguish from one
another, I can’t have both. Then again, because I set my bowl up intuitively, I’m
trusting that it’s perfect.
You are welcome to set up your own Magick Crystal Healing Bowl based on my
template. Simply be aware as you do so that some stones are hard to tell apart,
especially when they’re so small.

When I order stones for my bowl
online, I look for “mini” or “x-mini”
tumbled stones, and if you want to be
able to read their messages for you,
make sure they are sold by variety. I
recommend saving a few back in
each marked bag for ease of
identification at first. Expect to pay $7$10 per small bag of about 150 stones.
I started with about 8 different
varieties of crystals and then worked
my way up to 28 over the years.
Don’t forget to include a chunk of
Selenite in your bowl to clear and
charge all the stones. (That’s the
large, glowing white crystal in the
bowl and under the smaller stones. It’s
my secret weapon.) When I’m pulling for scores of people at once, I make sure
to clear and charge on Selenite overnight outside of my main bowl, just to be
sure that peoples’ energies don’t mix.

How to Pull Crystals
This is the fun part! The key is to trust that the stones you pull know you and know
what you need, both in terms of energetic support and in terms of messages
from Spirit.
Here are the steps I always follow:
o Take a deep, clearing breath to set your intention for the pull; it might be
“thank you for filling my energetic gaps today” or “thank you for bringing
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o

me the perfect message.” You could even make it more specific: “thank
you for showing me what I need to know about _______ .” I typically use
feelings, not words, in my intention-setting: joy at receiving such exquisite
support, for example, or just a smile
If I’m pulling for someone else, I say, out loud, “These stones are for
[person’s name]”
I plunge my hand deep into the bowl and with my thumb and index
finger, grab whatever stone my intuition is telling me to go for. Don’t overthink this! In fact, it’s better not to think at all, and definitely don’t pick
based on “Ooh! That’s a pretty color!” That’s your mind picking, not your
intuition
Even though I aim to pull a single stone, typically 3-5 stones will come out
on my hand. If one or more stones have attached themselves to another
part of my hand, I don’t shake it/them off! I always trust that every stone is
there for a reason

How to Interpret Your Pull
Things to consider:
o Size of pull: Some people pull 6 or 7 stones at once, but that’s not
necessarily a “better” pull than one with only 2. In my opinion, pulls with
fewer stones carry a clearer message, one that is less likely to get
muddled in the interpretation. Also, know that if you get lots of stones with
your pull, it might mean that you have lots of energetic gaps or leaks in
your field.
o Highlighted stones: If you get double stones (or even triple or quadruple—
it has happened!) of the same type in a single pull, you can know that the
meanings of those stones are particularly highlighted. The same is true if
one of the stones pulled is noted as particularly large (this is unusual)
o Where to start: Once you’ve pulled your stones, of course you need to
look at them to start your interpretation of the message. The first stone
your eye is drawn to (or that I list in your pull) is the most important one. If
you have an extra-large stone, or multiple stones of the same type (counts
as one very big one), that is the most important stone and the first/central
part of the message, and the one to which your eye was drawn first is the
second-most-central part of the message
o Next steps: Once you know which stone is at the core of the message, go
to the tables immediately following this introduction to look up the
meanings or properties of each stone. Then relax your conscious mind and
let your intuition line up the other stones in order to get your message. The
key is to never second-guess but to trust and receive!
o Other considerations:
o The number of stones in you pull is significant. Apply numerology
meanings to the number of stones, and consider a double stone as
11, triple stone as a 22, and so on. You’ll notice that this re-enforces
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o

the meaning that you’ve already determined. Nothing is ever
random!
o Look at the elements of the stones and how they might combine.
Are they all the same element, or fall into neat categories? Which
element “rules” your pull? (Your double/large or “core” stone rules
your pull)
§ Water represents emotions, and correlates to Cups in tarot,
and Cancer, Scorpio, and Pisces in astrology
§ Fire represents power or drive, correlates to Wands in tarot,
and Aries, Leo, and Sagittarius in astrology
§ Earth represents security or creature comforts, correlates to
Coins or Pentacles in tarot, and Taurus, Virgo, and Capricorn
in astrology
§ Air represents ideas or insight, correlates to Swords in tarot,
and Gemini, Libra, and Aquarius in astrology
Sample interpretation: If you look back at the previous photo, you’ll see a
group of 4 stones near the edge of the table under the arrow-shaped
piece of Selenite for charging and clearing. I’ll read that group for you so
that you can get a feel for it.
o Blue Lace Agate is the biggest stone, so that’s the core of the
message: ease of communication, support for public speaking. It
helps to smooth out the words and calm stage fright. (Can you see
the water energy here?) The friend I pulled these for was about to
be interviewed on a very big-deal podcast, Entrepreneur on Fire, to
be heard by hundreds of thousands eventually!
o The next stones had similar meanings: Green Aventurine is about
letting go of what you’ve outgrown so that you can experience
growth. She needed to let go of no-longer-valid fears about not
being awesome enough to be interviewed by someone so famous.
If she did let go and rock the interview, her business would skyrocket! Smokey Quartz is grounding and protective (important for
someone who’s feeling vulnerable, even over-exposed) but it also
suggests that something in one’s energy field needs clearing. The
double clearing/letting go meaning indicates that this goes in
second place in the message in order of importance
o Finally, Carnelian—the quintessential fire stone—is about action! It’s
a great stone for entrepreneurs because it gives them the energy
to do what needs to be done and it burns through resistance
o So the complete message for her was: About your big upcoming
public speaking opportunity: you have plenty of support around
doing a fabulous job. You’re safe and protected, but you do need
to look at what no longer “fits” you—limiting beliefs, words you use
to describe yourself, etc—and let go of those. Don’t hold back. You
are an entrepreneur on fire!
o Of course, her appearance on the show was foundational to her
ensuing success (meaning of number 4)
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I hope you enjoy this Earth Magick Essentials guidebook and get lots of use out of
it. Use it over and over, but please honor my gifts by not sharing it outright with
others. The cost to purchase is minimal, and they deserve the opportunity to
interact with me, and vice versa. You have my gratitude for simply sharing the
link to the purchase page: http://elizabethlocey.com/earth-magick-essentials/
If you want to know a lot more about a lot of crystals, please check out my
Crystal Crush and Crystal Love programs (“Crush” is the prerequisite for “Love”).
Please note that the crystals here are treated in those 2 levels, but also that this is
far from an exhaustive list.
Connect with me on Facebook or Twitter or via email at
elizabeth@elizabethlocey.com for more information about crystals, Rock Your
Intuition, and/or my Oracle work.

	
  
Crystal Name

Amazonite

Amethyst

Bloodstone

Meanings + Properties

Personal Truth (strong
invitation to speak yours
NOW). Helps bring you the
courage to say what needs
to be said, and helps the
listeners to understand in the
least painful way. Will take a
load off your chest and heal
many areas of your life and
energy
Divine Connection as well as
grounding and
detoxification. Connects you
with Cosmic Consciousness
(including past lives) and is
useful in releasing
addictions. Great stone for
dreaming
The stone of Courage, to
protect + empower the
Spiritual Warrior that you are.
This dark green jasper with

Element

Attuned
to these
chakras

Treated
in
Crystal
Crush

Water

High
Heart and
Throat

Yes

Air

Third Eye,
Crown,
and Root,
in that
order

Yes

Earth

Heart and
Root
equally

Yes
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Blue Lace Agate

Bronzite

Carnelian

Chrysocolla

red spots helps you to keep
going even though you
don’t know what’s coming
around the bend. Also
supports liver function
Looks like gentle waves of
light blue water. Speaking
stone, for ease of expression,
both written and verbal.
Soothes nerves and brings
courage; especially
recommended for public
speaking
Beautiful brown and gold
stone that brings focus and
attention; especially useful
to those who are tired or
whose concentration tends
to be scattered by ADD or
ADHD. Very grounding; helps
one to see the bigger
picture and make sound,
informed decisions.
Associated with the Sacred
Masculine
Key word: Action! This
orange stone brings you
energy and the “oomph” to
do what needs to be done,
especially when you don’t
want to or don’t know how.
Exemplifies the dictum “God
helps those who help
themselves”
This blue-green stone invites
you to make Sacred Sounds
to release the emotions that
are stuck inside (could be
singing or chanting, but most
likely grunting, howling,
barking). The vibration of
your voice out in the world
will heal you and it. Essential
stone for unblocking stuck
emotions as we move into
the Age of Enlightenment

Water

Throat

Yes

Earth
and Fire

All, but
especially
Root and
Sacral
Chakras

Crystal
Love –
level 2

Fire

Sacral

Yes

Water

Heart,
High
Heart,
Throat

Crystal
Love –
level 2
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Citrine

Dragon’s Eye
(aka Red Tiger
Eye; see Tiger Eye
entry)

Dumortierite

Stone of Abundance +
Manifestation. “The
Merchant’s Stone” because
merchants of old would put
it in their cash boxes to
increase sales. Powerful
Sunshine-y energy.
Transmutes negativity to joy
+ Light, and never needs
clearing because negative
energy is—poof!—
transmuted on contact
Deep Grounding,
connecting with Ancient
Magick, sniffing out treasure.
(Possible hoarding.) Take a
moment to ask yourself
“What does the dragon
mean to me?” and note
your answers. These
associations are an essential
part of the message of this
stone for you today. You
could also look up “dragon
totem,” but do that after
you’ve drawn up your own
list. See Tiger Eye:
connection with
manifestation
Helps you to get organized—
your space, your ideas, or
the words coming out of
your mouth. Dark Blue +
White stone to help you
connect the dots

Fire

Solar
Plexus

Yes

Earth,
Fire

Root, also
Solar
Plexus

Yes

Third Eye

Crystal
Love –
level 2

Air
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Fluorite

Garnet

Green Aventurine

Hawk’s Eye (aka
Blue Tiger Eye;
see listing for
Tiger Eye below)

Deeply protective. Fluorite
offers support for/is
suggesting that you are
manifesting intuition. Also
gives you the courage to
persevere in your project
when everyone around you
is pooh-poohing it by
connecting you to the
unconditional love and
support of the Divine Plane
Stone of Prosperity. Reconnects you to Planet
Earth; teaches you that all
your needs are met if you
trust and allow. Grounding,
soothing. Also linked to
sensuality and enflaming
your “fire down below”
Brings you the energy of
springtime/renewal/growth.
Asks you to look at your life
and to release what you’ve
outgrown (relationships,
profession, habits, thought
patterns, limiting beliefs,
words you use to describe
yourself). “Let go to grow.”
Also brings Luck; traditionally
known as “The Gambler’s
Stone.” And a decent stressreliever as are all water
element stones
Out of all the great ideas
you could have, this stone
helps you to pick the very
best one and delivers the
willpower to bring it into
manifestation. Precision,
discernment, success. What
does the Hawk mean to
you? This is a part of the
message of this stone for you
today; after you draw up

Air

Third Eye
and by
color:
clear for
Crown,
green for
Heart,
yellow for
Solar
Plexus,
etc.

Yes

Earth
and Fire

Root and
Sacral
Chakras

Crystal
Love –
level 2

Water

Heart
Chakra

Yes

Air and
Fire

Third Eye,
Solar
Plexus

Crystal
Love –
level 2
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your associations, you can
also google “hawk totem” to
see additional meanings.
Aka Blue Tiger Eye: see Tiger
Eye listing for more
information

Hematite

Howlite

A stone of profound
grounding, it is a great
balancer of energies.
Perfect for the transition into
the Age of Enlightenment.
Helps to balance
masculine/feminine, yin/yan,
etc. When you are
balanced and aligned, this is
when you can shine your
Light the brightest. Also
extremely protective: its
shiny metallic surface
reflects negativity right back
to the sender
Stone of Power, Initiation,
and Discernment. Very
associated with the Divine
Feminine. There’s a powerful
sense of multidimensionality
in this humble-looking white
stone. Can help you
connect with past lives. Very
protective, especially during
sleep. On the physical
plane, combats insomnia
and leg cramps, dispels
anger, relieves stress. May
indicate need for extra
calcium to support bones
and teeth

Earth

Root

Yes

Air,
Water,
Earth

All

Crystal
Love –
level 2
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Kunzite/Hiddenite

Labradorite

Lepidolite

The pink and green varieties
of Spudomene, respectively,
but carry the same vibration.
Holding or gazing at this
stone helps to provide more
Joy + Gratitude, un-knot sore
muscles and sticky emotions,
releases blocks to receiving
love, and brings an
exceptional sense of
“Ahhhhh... All is well in the
world.”
This dull grayish, greenish
stone looks humdrum (even
ugly) until you turn it and see
its “flash” of bright blue or
gold or green fire inside it.
No wonder its key word is
Magick. Sometimes called
the stone of the Temple of
the Stars. The Inuit peoples of
eastern Canada thought it
was a piece of frozen aurora
borealis fallen to Earth. This
stone asks you to look for the
magick in yourself and the
world around you. You are
being called to bring this
energy forth into the world
Known as the “Peace
Stone,” this is a combination
of Lithium for mood
balancing/serenity/stress
relief and Mica, which tells
you to “shine bright your
Light.” Helps (and calls) you
to be your best self. Lay it
directly on a pain point and
observe that it is relieved.
Has a delightful, playful
energy

Water

Heart

Crystal
Love –
level 2

Air and
Fire

Third Eye,
Crown

Yes

Water

Heart and
Crown

Crystal
Love –
level 2
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Moonstone

Ocean Jasper

Petrified Wood

Divine Feminine + Divine
Timing. Moonstone calls out
your Divine Feminine
(intuitive) nature, no matter
what your gender. It also
reminds you to follow the
cycles of nature. Don’t try to
harvest what you just
planted. Conversely, don’t
try to plant again
immediately if you’ve just
harvested: give the land
(and yourself) time to rest
and gather energy for the
next growth period
For self-acceptance,
increased self-love,
increased sense of personal
power, radiating a sense of
calm, healing emotional
wounds. Excellent choice for
healers to wear as it will help
clients receive the healing
and protect you from any
negativity they might be
radiating. Associated with
Atlantis
Grounding stone. Very
protective. Associated with
new beginnings or (re-)
connecting with the wisdom
of your ancestors or ancient
civilizations like Crete,
Atlantis or Lemuria. A stone
of success and
transformation, especially in
business. Helps you to not
“sweat the small stuff.”

Water

All
chakras,
especially
Crown

Crystal
Love –
level 2

Earth
and
Water

Heart and
Solar
Plexus

Crystal
Love –
level 2

Earth

Root
Chakra

Crystal
Love –
level 2
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Rhodochrosite

Rose Quartz

Smokey Quartz

Snowflake
Obsidian

This pink stone with creamy
bands supports and heals
the wounds of your Inner
Child. In healing those
sources of self-sabotage, it
helps to boost selfconfidence and success.
Invites more self-love,
creativity and play. Like
mother’s milk: full of love and
strengthening nutrients
Love Stone! Could be selflove, romantic love, familial
love, universal love, caritas.
Suggests that you need
more of it, or that more is on
the way. Open your heart
and receive. Because it
strengthens love, by the
same token it also combats
fear. “Courage” comes from
the French “cœur” for heart
A stone of Mystery,
Grounding, and Protection.
Helps to keep hidden what
you want to remain hidden.
Associated with deep
mysteries and magick. Also
suggests an energetic
clearing (“smudging”) might
be in order. What do you
associate with fire and
smoke? Extremely grounding
Black volcanic glass that is
partially crystallized in what
looks like snowflakes. Like all
Black Obsidians, this is a
stone of Protection and
purification: it vacuums out
negativity from your aura
and the space around you.
Although it mops up
negativity like crazy, it can’t
hold onto it very long.
Suggests need for energetic
clearing. The Snowflake

Water
and Fire

Heart and
Solar
Plexus

Crystal
Love –
level 2

Water

Heart

Yes

Earth,
Fire,
and Air

Especially
Root, also
Sacral

Yes

Earth,
Fire and
Air

Root and
Crown
Chakras

Yes
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variety of Obsidian is a Stone
of Revelation, bringing
hidden truths patterns to the
surface. These may not be
pretty, but the emotional
impact will be lessened
because of its ability to
absorb negativity

Sugilite

Tiger Eye
(Golden)

A stone to help you identify
and follow your capital-D
Dreams, which of course
requires leaving the comfort
of the known behind. Brings
courage and strength of
purpose. Tenacity. If it shows
up in your pull, you are being
called to follow your Dreams
Success Stone.
Manifestation. Carries the
energy of the Lion/king, who
expects to have what he
wants dropped at his feet
with no effort on his part.
There’s a magickal aspect to
this beautiful golden stone.
See also Dragon’s Eye (aka
Red Tiger Eye) and Hawk’s
Eye (aka Blue Tiger Eye)
which carry the essential
meaning of the golden
variety as well

Water

Heart
Chakra

Crystal
Love –
level 2

Fire

Solar
Plexus
Chakra

Yes

Dr. Elizabeth Locey realigns leaders and
emergent leaders, both women and men, to
their soul purpose, potent next steps (we don’t
have time to mess around) and a profound
sense of self-love and support from the unseen
realms through her healing channeling work as
an Oracle. She plugs students into Earth Magick
using the Atlantean technologies of Light,
crystals + sound, and oxygenates/revives their intuitions for maximum
guidance on the go. She’s an indispensible tool for your back pocket.
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